
The UKMARC Exchange Record Format 
 

Introduction  

MARC is an acronym for MAchine Readable Cataloguing and the MARC format describes 

the way in which catalogue information is arranged so as to be understood by computers. 

The UKMARC Exchange Record Format describes the use of the UKMARC format for the 

exchange of bibliographic records between computer systems. Originally magnetic tape 

was used for this purpose. The format has since been adapted to allow the exchange of 

data using a variety of media, all of which are covered in this manual. 

The UKMARC format was developed primarily to facilitate the production of the printed 

British National Bibliography (BNB) and thus reflects use made by the British Library of the 

various cataloguing standards. The UKMARC format was later used to distribute catalogue 

records on magnetic tape to other institutions. By 1975, when the first edition of The 

UKMARC Manual was published, UKMARC had become a national communications format 

and its use in the production of records for BNB represented just one particular application 

of the format. A distinction can therefore be drawn between UKMARC as a national format 

and its use by the British Library to prepare and exchange records for the national 

bibliography. These pages describe the UKMARC exchange format without reference to its 

implementation in the British Library, but provide notes on such usage when this is helpful. 

It should be noted that these pages concentrate solely on the way in which the format is 

used to exchange bibliographic data. A full description of the format and its use in the 

production of machine-readable catalogue records can be found in the UKMARC Manual.  

UKMARC exchange files should contain records that comply with the following international 

standards:  

• ISO 2709:1996 Information and Documentation – Format for Information 

Exchange;  

• ISO 1001:1986 Information Processing – File Structure and Labelling of 

Magnetic Tapes for Information Interchange.  

UKMARC records use an extended ASCII (8 bit) character set. Certain characters in the 

record are known as delimiters; these are used to signal the beginning of a subfield, or the 

end of a record, field, or directory. In UKMARC these characters are represented as 

follows: subfield code delimiters by the character $ (hexadecimal 1F); the end of a field or 

directory by the character # (hexadecimal 1E); and the end of a record by the character * 

(hexadecimal 1D). Blanks are represented by the symbol ∇  (hexadecimal 20). 

A UKMARC record is made up of three sections: Record Label, Directory, Fields (control 

and bibliographic data). 

 



Record Label  

The record label is a fixed field of 24 bytes and consists of data elements that contain 

coded values identified by relative character position. These data elements define 

parameters for processing the record. The record label is fixed in length and occurs at the 

beginning of each UKMARC record. Although the record label is able to describe records up 

to 99,999 characters in length, the British Library implementation of the format currently 

restricts the length of a record on British Library exchange files to a maximum of 6,000 

characters. 

The information content of each character position is given below: 

CHARACTER POSITION 
 

INFORMATION CONTENT 

1 - 5   Record length 

6   Record status 

7 - 10   Implementation codes 

7   Type of record 

8   Class of record 

9 - 10   Blanks 

11   Indicator count 

12   Subfield code count 

13 - 17   Base address of data 

18   Encoding level 

19 - 20   Blanks 

21 - 24   Directory map 

21   Length of ‘length of data field’ 

22   Length of 'starting character position' 

23 
  

Length of 'implementation-defined 
portion' 

24   Undefined  

Example of a record label 

01543 n a m ∇ 2 2 00205 ∇ ∇∇ 4 5 ∇ ∇ 

1-5 6 7 8 9-10 11 12 13-17 18 19-20 21 22 23 24 

Record Length (character positions 1 - 5)  

The record length is the length, in characters, of the whole record, including the record 

label, directory, all data fields including blanks, subfield codes, indicators, end-of-field 

characters and the end-of-record mark. Five bytes are reserved for this length, but if the 

record length has less than five digits it is right justified and the remaining positions are 

filled with zeros. 

Record Status (character position 6) 

CODE 
 

RELATIONSHIP 

n   New record 

c   Changed record 

d   Deleted record 

p 
  

Increase in encoding level (e.g. an upgraded 
Cataloguing-in-Publication or Copyright Libraries Shared 
Cataloguing Programme record) 



Implementation codes: type of record (character position 7) 

This indicates the type of material described by the record. 

CHARACTER POSITION 
 

INFORMATION CONTENT 

a   Language material, printed 

b   Language material, manuscript 

c   Music, printed 

d   Music, manuscript 

e   Cartographic material, printed 

f   Cartographic material, manuscript 

g 
  

Principal audiovisual media (e.g. 
motion pictures, filmstrips, slides, 
transparencies) 

h   Microforms 

i   Sound recordings, non-musical 

j   Sound recordings, musical 

k 
  

Pictures, designs, and other two-
dimensional representations 

l   Machine-readable data files 

n 
  

Special instructional materials (e.g. 
charts, dioramas, flash cards, games, 
microscope slides, models, realia) 

o   Kits 

Implementation codes: class of record (character position 8) 

This provides additional information about the characteristics of the record. 

CODE 
 

DESCRIPTION 

a   Analytic 

c   Collections 

m   Monograph 

s   Serial 

At present, records on the British Library UKMARC exchange files contain only an ‘m’ or an 

‘s’ in this position. 

Indicator count (character position 11) 

UKMARC uses two indicator positions. Thus on UKMARC exchange files the indicator count 

is always set at 2. 

Subfield code count (character position 12) 

UKMARC subfield codes are defined by the use of two characters. Thus on UKMARC 

exchange files the subfield code count is always set at 2. 

Base address of data (character positions 13 - 17) 

The base address of data is the character position of the first character of the first data 

field relative to the first character in the whole record. This is the equivalent of the number 



of characters or bytes in the record before the data fields. The base address of data in a 

typical record can be calculated as follows: 

record label = 24 characters (bytes) 

21 directory entries with 12 characters each = 252 characters (bytes) 

end-of-field character (#) = 1 character (byte) 

TOTAL = 2 77 characters (bytes) 

The base address of data is 277 

The number is right justified and the remaining positions are filled with zeros. 

Encoding level (character position 18) 

A single character code is used to indicate the degree of completeness of the machine- 

readable record. The following codes have been defined: 

CODE 
 

RECORD STATUS 

∇   Full level 

5 

  

Partial (preliminary) level 
(e.g. Copyright Libraries 
Shared Cataloguing 
Programme records) 

7   Minimum level 

8   Cataloguing-in-Publication 

The following additional codes have been defined for internal British Library use: 4, 6, 9  

Directory map: length of ‘length of data field’ (character position 21) 

A single digit is used to indicate the length in characters of the ‘length of data field’ within 

each directory entry. On UKMARC exchange records this always has the value 4. 

Directory map: length of ‘starting character position’ (character position 22) 

A single digit is used to indicate the length in characters of the ‘starting character position’ 

within each directory entry. On UKMARC exchange records this always has the value 5. 

Directory map: length of ‘implementation-defined portion’ (character position 23) 

As UKMARC exchange records do not contain an ‘implementation-defined portion’ in the 

directory, this always has the value ∇. 

Directory map: undefined (character position 24) 

This character position in the directory map is undefined; it always has the value ∇. 

 

 

 



Directory  

The directory is a sequence of data elements each comprising 12 characters. Each element 

refers to a corresponding field appearing in the record. The directory contains the field 

identifier (the tag), the length of each field within the record, and the starting location. 

Directory entries appear in tag order: 

Record 
Label 

001 008 015 040 082 100 ... 945 Fields 

Subrecords with analytical level appear at the end of the sequence, in ascending order 

within themselves. Records which contain subrecords will also contain the 002 data field 

with a corresponding entry in the main record directory. This field contains information on 

the position and length of each subrecord directory. 

Record 
Label 

001 002 ... 900 100 ... 700 100 ... 700 Fields 

  
main record directory  1st subrecord 

directory  
2nd subrecord 
directory  

  

Duplicate tags are distinguished only by the starting location of the respective fields within 

the record. The length of the directory entry is defined in the directory map in the record 

label. 

A directory entry comprises three parts:  

CHARACTER 
POSITION  

  DESCRIPTION 

1 - 3   Tag 

4 - 7   Length of field 

8 - 12   Starting character position 

Tag (character positions 1-3) 

A tag is a three-digit code that defines the bibliographic function of the field to which it 

applies, e.g. the code 245 always refers to a title field. 

Length of field (character positions 4 - 7) 

The length is represented by 4 character positions which logically allows fields of up to 

9,999 characters in length. This length includes all indicators, subfield codes and the end-

of-field character. It is right justified and the remaining positions are filled with zeros. The 

British Library implementation imposes an actual limit of 994 characters for fields in British 

Library UKMARC files. 

 

 



Starting character position (character positions 8 - 12) 

The starting character position (SCP) is the displacement of the first character of the field 

relative to the first character of the first field (i.e. relative to the base address of data). It 

is right justified and the remaining positions are filled with zeros. 

To convert this to a displacement relative to the start of the record is simply a matter of 

adding the SCP to the base address found in the record label. It should be noted that the 

displacement refers to the logical record and not the physical record. 

For example, if the price field is required from a specific record the following procedure can 

be followed: 

1. The price field corresponds to the 350 tag and the required 

directory entry is 350001000271.  

2. The length of the price field including indicators, subfield codes 

and field terminator is 10 characters.  

3. The SCP of this field is 00271 (i.e. the first character of this field 

has a displacement of 271 in the data fields).  

4. The base address in the record label is 00277.  

5. The first character of the price field thus has a displacement of 

548 (i.e. 277+271) in the record as a whole.  

Directory terminator 

The end of the directory is marked with the # character. 

Fields  

There are two types of fields: control fields and bibliographic data fields. Each field in a 

UKMARC record is identified by a three character tag which is not part of the field. The tag 

may consist of upper case alphabetic or numeric characters (i.e. 0-9 or A-Z). The UKMARC 

format currently uses only numeric tags. The tag is stored in the directory entry for the 

field. 

Fields are grouped into functional blocks which organise the bibliographic data in 

accordance with cataloguing standards (though there are exceptions within each block).  

The blocks are: 

 

FIELD 
BLOCKS 

  
FUNCTION 

001 - 009    Control fields 

010 - 099  
  

Coded data and data in numeric 
form 



100 - 244    Main entry access points 

245 - 299    Titles and title information 

300 - 399    Physical description 

400 - 499    Series statements 

500 - 599    Notes 

600 - 699    Subject access points 

700 - 799    Added entry access points; link fields 

800 - 899    Series access points 

900 - 948    References 

949 - 999    Reserved for local implementation 

The structure of the tags is not necessarily the same across different blocks, though 

whenever possible a tag performing a similar function to a tag in a different block will be 

constructed similarly, e.g. fields 110 and 710 are both to do with corporate authorship. 

Fields with tags 950 - 999, and all fields with tags ending in 9 are reserved for local use, 

i.e. the format does not specify the structure or content of such fields, which can be 

defined by the agency creating the catalogue records. The communication of such fields 

between systems is governed by mutual agreements on the content and content 

designation of the fields communicated. 

Control fields 

Fields 001 - 009 are defined within ISO 2709 as control fields. They consist of data and an 

end-of-field mark. The data may be either a single data element or a series of fixed-length 

data elements identified by relative character position. Control fields are used for storing 

data of a general nature, such as control numbers. With the exception of field 001 these 

are fixed-length fields. Control fields have no indicators and no subfields. Those used in 

UKMARC are: 

CONTROL 
FIELD   

DESCRIPTION 

001   Record control number 

002   Subrecord directory data field 

005   Date and time of latest transaction 

008   Information code field 

Control fields may not be repeated. 

Bibliographic data fields 

For current UKMARC records these fields comprise the following components: 

1. A 'level 2' bibliographic description as defined by the Anglo-

American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd edition, 2002 revision.  

2. Subject information including Dewey Decimal Classification 

numbers and Library of Congress subject headings.  



3. Supplementary information such as national bibliography 

numbers, alternative ISBNs, and codes to denote specific aspects 

of the item being catalogued (e.g. language, physical material).  

The length of each bibliographic field can be determined from the length of field element in 

the directory entry and from the end-of-field character. The location of each bibliographic 

field is stated in the starting character position element in the corresponding directory 

entry. 

In theory all bibliographic fields may be repeated. However, the nature of the data often 

precludes repetition. For example, a bibliographic record will contain only one main title 

(field 245). The repeatability/non-repeatability of each field is defined in the UKMARC 

format. 

The data content of the bibliographic data fields is further defined by the use of indicators 

and subfield codes. 

Indicators 

Each bibliographic data field in UKMARC records is introduced by two indicators, each in 

the form of a single character in the range 0-9, A-Z (giving a possible total of 36 values). 

These ‘indicate’ the relationship between the field in which they occur and other fields in 

the record, and how the data in the field should be manipulated for catalogue production. 

For example, the 110 tag with indicators 10, i.e. 110.10, shows that the heading is for a 

government body. The indicators of fields performing similar functions are, whenever 

possible, constructed similarly, e.g. 110.20 and 710.20 are both to do with corporate 

authorship. 

Subfield codes 

Subfield codes are used to identify and distinguish data elements within a field that may 

require separate manipulation. Subfield codes in the UKMARC format consist of two 

characters: a delimiter character ($) followed by a data element identifier. Although the 

data element identifier may be any basic ASCII character, they are currently restricted to 

lower case alphabetics. Subfield codes are defined for each field. The subfield codes of 

fields performing similar functions are, whenever possible, constructed similarly, e.g. $k is 

used to record the date of a conference in the 111, 611, 711 and 811 fields. 

The order of the subfields is specified by the relevant cataloguing rules. In theory all 

subfields may be repeated, though the nature of the data often precludes repetition. 

No punctuation needs to be input at subfield boundaries as each subfield code has its own 

punctuation and typographic value which can be converted by the use of a computer 

program in order to produce printed catalogue output or screen display.  



 

Media Restrictions  

A variety of media are available for exchanging files of bibliographic records. Electronic file 

transfer (FTP), by which files are transferred between computer systems, has become the 

principal medium of exchange. Physical media include 9- track magnetic tape, for many 

years the traditional medium of exchange, and 4mm DAT (digital audio tape). Because of 

its storage capability CD-ROM is favoured for exchanging bulk data files, which are too 

large to convey by other media. 

Electronic file transfer is the method preferred by the British Library for the distribution of 

UKMARC data files, but other options are available. 

The following notes outline the formatting needed to ensure the successful exchange of 

UKMARC data files and are based on current British Library practice 

File transfer 

The British Library uses the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) of the TCP/IP protocol suite. 

UKMARC data transmitted via file transfer should not need any additional formatting. 

However, data can be supplied with or without segment control words and padding as 

specified for 9-track magnetic tape (see below). 

CD-ROM 

British Library UKMARC data exchanged on CD-ROM does not require additional formatting. 

However, data can be supplied with or without segment control words and padding as 

specified for 9-track magnetic tape (see below).  

9 Track Magnetic Tape 

British Library UKMARC catalogue records exchanged on 9 track magnetic tape are subject 

to the following additional specifications:  

Tape specification 

1. ½ inch width 9 track; odd parity; 1600 bpi; phase-encoded recording mode. 

2. ½ inch width 9 track; odd parity; 6250 bpi; group coded recording mode (GCR).  

Tape marks 

The file of records should be preceded by a single tape mark and followed by two tape 

marks. For files requiring more than one tape, each tape except the last ends with a single 

tape mark. The last tape ends with two tape marks. There is no leading tape mark on 

second and subsequent tapes. 

 



Record format and length 

The British Library UKMARC exchange file will contain spanned records in blocks. Block 

spanning involves splitting records into one or more segments. There will only be one 

segment of any one record in any one block. The block size is variable with a maximum of 

2048 characters. If a spanned record within a block terminates within 10 bytes of the end 

of that block then the subsequent record will start at the beginning of the next block. For 

1600 bpi tapes the inter-block gap is 1.52 cm (0.6 inches) and for 6250 bpi tapes it is 0.76 

cm (0.3 inches). The maximum record size is 6,000 characters with an average of 1,000 

characters. 

Segment control word 

The segment control word is necessary for the processing of spanned records and should 

be added to UKMARC files. It is 5 characters in length and comprises the spanning 

indicator and the segment length. 

Spanning indicator 

The spanning indicator is a single digit. 

VALUE   DESCRIPTION 

0   Record begins and ends in this segment 

1   Record begins but does not end in this segment 

2   Record neither begins nor ends in this segment 

3   Record ends but does not begin in this segment 

Segment length 

The segment length is a 4 character number which denotes the length of the segment, 

including the segment control word. It is right justified and the remaining positions are 

filled with zeros. 

The structure of a UKMARC record transmitted in this way is given below: 

SEGMENT 
CONTROL 

WORD 

RECORD 
LABEL 

DIRECTORY CONTROL 
FIELDS 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA 
FIELDS 

 
Other Tape Media 

UKMARC data files can be exchanged using 4mm DAT tape formatted in fixed-length blocks 

of 2048 bytes and including segment control words and padding where necessary. The 

padding character used is the single dagger † (hexadecimal 5E). The same conventions are 

applied when exchanging UKMARC data files using Exabyte 8mm cartridge tape and QIC 

quarter inch cartridge tape. 

 
 



FTP File Label Specification  

In 1995 the European library community investigated the use of the Internet File Transfer 

Protocol (FTP) for the electronic exchange of bibliographic data. The European 

Commission’s Libraries Programme through CoBRA (Computerised Bibliographic Record 

Actions) funded the FLEX (File Label EXchange) Project 10164 to investigate the need for 

standards in this area, and to suggest a suitable file labelling and naming format.  

Without standardisation of the way in which data files are described within a label file it will 

become increasingly difficult to exchange bibliographic information internationally. Because 

the USMARC specification for electronic file transfer has been widely used for the exchange 

of bibliographic records, the FLEX project participants proposed that this specification be 

used as the basis for a European specification. Some enhancements were proposed to take 

into account the multilingual aspects of exchanging and processing bibliographic data in 

Europe. This enhanced specification was further examined and refined by MARBI, the 

USMARC consultative group. The following text utilises the final revision of the MARBI 

proposal to revise the USMARC standard to bring it in line with the FLEX specification (No. 

96-7: Changes to FTP File Label Specifications for Electronic Files of USMARC Records). 

The specification was adopted by the British Library in 1997.  

Format  

The file label is a separate text file which accompanies the bibliographic data file. At a 

minimum level, it will comprise all mandatory elements listed in the following table in the 

order specified.  

Character Set  

The character set of the label file conforms to ISO 646-IRV or ASCII. There are two minor 

differences between ISO 646- IRV and ASCII. 

1. ISO 646 character position 24 is the universal currency symbol; 

in ASCII this character is the $ symbol.  

2. ISO 646-IRV character position 7E is an overline or tilde; in 

ASCII this character is the tilde.  

End-of-Field Marker 

The end-of-field marker may be either a carriage return (hexadecimal 0D) or a carriage 

return followed by line feed (hexadecimal 0D0A). 

Field Specification  

TAG ELEMENT 
NAME  

DESCRIPTION MANDATORY  LENGTH REPEATS 

DAT Date 
compiled 

YYYYMMDDHHM 
MSS.F 

Mandatory Fixed NR 

RBF Number of Numeric Mandatory Variable  NR 



records 

DSN Data set 
name 

Alphanumeric Mandatory Variable NR 

ORS  Originating 
system ID 

Alphanumeric Mandatory Variable  NR 

CID  Country ID Alphanumeric Optional  Fixed NR 

DTS  Date sent  YYYYMMDDHH 
MMSS.F 

Optional  Fixed NR 

DTR Dates of 
records 

YYYYMMDDYYYY 
MMDD  

Optional  Fixed NR 

FOR Format Alphanumeric Mandatory Fixed  NR 

FQF Format 
qualifier 

Alphanumeric  Optional  Variable  NR 

DES  Description Alphanumeric Optional  Variable R 

CS 0-n Character set 
0-n  

Alphanumeric Optional  Variable R 

CV 0-n Character set 
variation 0-n 

Alphanumeric Optional  Variable R 

VOL Volume  Alphanumeric Optional  Variable R 

ISS Issue Alphanumeric Optional  Variable R 

FDI Final 
destination 
ID  

Alphanumeric Optional  Variable  NR 

REP  Reply to Alphanumeric Optional  Variable  R 

NOT  Note Alphanumeric Optional  Variable  R 

DAT (Date compiled) 

This is the date the originating system completed the compilation of the file of records. It 

is not the date the bibliographic records themselves were created. The date is given in 

Year/ Month/Day/Hour/Minute/Second/Tenth of a Second order, as follows: 

• Year code. Four numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  

• Month code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  

• Day code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  

• Hour code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill. Based on 

a 24 hour clock.  

• Always to be given as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).  

• Minute code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  

• Second code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  

• Tenth of a Second code. A decimal point and one numeric character.  

RBF (Number of records in file) 

This is the number of logical records contained in the file of MARC records. 

DSN (Data set name) 

The Data Set Name is the filename of the file of MARC records for which this is a file label. 

 

 



ORS (Originating system ID) 

The ORS is the name of the system on which the file of records was compiled. This can be 

either an abbreviation, e.g. OCLC or NUC, or free text, e.g. BL NBS Catalogue Bridge. 

CID (Country ID) 

The CID is a fixed length field of 2 character positions used to identify the country where 

originating system is based. The identifier is taken from ‘Codes for Representation of 

Names of Countries’ (ISO 3166). 

DTS (Date sent) 

The Date Sent is the date of transmission of the file of MARC records. The date is given in 

Year/Month/Day/Hour/Minute/Second/Tenth of a Second order, as follows: 

• Year code. Four numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Month code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Day code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Hour code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill. Based on 

a 24 hour clock.  
• Always to be given as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).  
• Minute code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Second code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Tenth of a second code. A decimal point and one numeric character.  

DTR (Dates of records) 

The DTR holds inclusive dates of the last transaction of the records in the file, i.e. the 

earliest and latest dates recorded in MARC 005 field within the file of records. The date is 

given in Year/Month/Day/Hour/Minute/Second/Tenth of a Second order, as follows: 

• Year code. Four numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Month code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Day code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Hour code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill. Based on 

a 24 hour clock.  
• Always to be given as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).  
• Minute code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Second code. Two numeric characters, right justified with zero fill.  
• Tenth of a Second code. A decimal point and one numeric character.  

Where the file of records does not contain field 005, the details of earliest and latest dates 

are taken from field 008 character positions 1-6. The year is expanded to four character 

positions by algorithm, e.g. if the truncated year is greater than ‘70’, then ‘19’ precedes 

the data, else ‘20’ precedes the data.  

FOR (Format) 

The FOR designates the format of the records. This is usually M for Z39.2 or ISO 2709 

(MARC). 



FQF (Format qualifier) 

The Format qualifier provides additional description of the format of the file of records, e.g. 

it may identify a particular tag set/specification for MARC records.  

DES (Description of records)  

The DES is used to describe the records. This may be in the form of a code, e.g OCLC uses 

B for Bibliographic to describe a data type), or a product name, (e.g. CDS may use MDS-

Books All). 

CS0-n (Character set 0-n)  

This field is used to specify the character sets (control and/or graphic) needed  to process 

the file of records, e.g. ISO 646-IRV, ISO Registry #37, UKMARC. It may also hold a 

reference to a private character set. The first occurrence of the field, CS0, indicates the 

basic graphic character set; further occurrences of the field, CS1-n, indicate other sets 

used in the file. It may indicate an 8-bit set in which case it is more than the G0 set. 

The content of each CS-n would equate to a particular international standard character set 

identifier (e.g., extended Latin ISO 5426 - 1983), an ISO registration number (e.g., 

Registry #37), text (e.g., UKMARC), or a reference to a private character set. If the field 

content represents a private character set then the reader should be pointed to the NOT 

field (Notes) for further information on processing requirements or the REP (Reply To) for 

a person to contact. An occurrence other than CS0 may indicate an additional control set 

such as ISO 6630. For example: 

CS0 UKMARC Roman 

CV0-n (Character variation 0-n)  

These fields are used in conjunction with the Character Set fields to give a description of 

any variations from the character set specified in the corresponding CS field, e.g. the set 

may not be used strictly according to the standard; the set may contain options for some 

positions that need to be specified; the set may have additional characters in positions 

undefined in the standard. For example: 

CS0 ISO 646-Basic 

CV0 2/3=number sign; 7/14=umlaut 

VOL (Volume) 

This field is used to assign a volume number to the file of records. This is useful when the 

records are distributed as part of a subscription. It may be used with the Issue field. 

 



ISS (Issue) 

This field is used to assign an issue number to the file of records. This is useful when the 

records are distributed as part of a subscription. It may be used with the Volume field. 

FDI (Final destination ID) 

The FDI field contains the name or identifier of the final destination database. It is 

intended to assist organisations that exchange bibliographic information with a large 

recipient community to identify the intended customer. For example, additional information 

is required for a PUT transfer to a central customer point in order to determine the final 

destination for the records. 

REP (Reply to) 

The REP field is used to record an Internet or postal address as a contact for queries 

arising during transmission. 

NOT (Note)  

The Note field contains messages about the file. 

Example of UKMARC Data 

DAT 19960419143338.0# 
RBF 3628# 
DSN DBNB2386.BEX # 
ORS BL NBS Catalogue Bridge # 
CID UK# 
DTS 19960419144350.0# 
DTR 1990120519960415# 
FOR M# 
FQF UKMARC# 
DES New Level 2 Records: 903# 
DES Corrected Level 2 Records: 199# 
DES Deleted Level 2 Records: 0# 
DES New CIP Level 2 Records: 717# 
DES Confirmed CIP Level 2 Records: 0# 
DES Revised Level 2 Records (ex-CIP): 1236# 
DES Corrected CIP Level 2 Records: 58# 
DES Deleted CIP Level 2 Records: 0# 
DES New Level 1 Records: 1# 
DES Corrected Level 1 Records: 1# 
DES Corrected CIP Level 1 Records: 0# 
DES Revised Level 1 Records (ex-CIP): 0# 
DES Deleted Level 1 Records: 0# 
DES New CLSCP Records: 287# 
DES Corrected CLSCP Records: 226# 
DES Deleted CLSCP Records: 0# 
CS0 UKMARC# 
ISS 2559# 
REP Rob Rowbotham# 
REP NBS, British Library# 
REP Boston Spa, Wetherby, W Yorks, LS23 7BQ# 
REP Email: robin.rowbotham@bl.uk# 
NOT BNB Weekly File# 



 

British Library Exchange Character Set  

The following table gives the full exchange character set as used on British Library 

exchange files. You will need to have the facility to view graphics selected within your 

browser in order to display all characters correctly. 

HEX 
VALUE  

GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION HEX 
VALUE  

GRAPHIC DESCRIPTION 

1D * End-of-record 
character 

67 g Lower case 
alphabetic 

1E # End-of-field 
character 

68 h Lower case 
alphabetic 

1F $ Subfield 
delimiter 

69 i Lower case 
alphabetic 

20   Blank 6A j Lower case 
alphabetic 

21 ! Exclamation 
mark 

6B k Lower case 
alphabetic 

22 " Double prime 6C l Lower case 
alphabetic 

24 $ Dollar sign (as 
currency) 

6D m Lower case 
alphabetic 

25 % Percent sign 6E n Lower case 
alphabetic 

26 & Ampersand  6F o Lower case 
alphabetic 

27 ' Single prime 70 p Lower case 
alphabetic 

28 ( Left parenthesis 71 q Lower case 
alphabetic 

29 ) Right 
parenthesis 

72 r Lower case 
alphabetic 

2A * Asterisk  73 s Lower case 
alphabetic 

2B + Plus sign 74 t Lower case 
alphabetic 

2C , Comma  75 u Lower case 
alphabetic 

2D - Hyphen; minus 
sign  

76 v Lower case 
alphabetic 

2E . Full stop; 
decimal point  

77 w Lower case 
alphabetic 

2F / Slash (solidus)  78 x Lower case 
alphabetic 

30 0 Numeric 79 y Lower case 
alphabetic 

31 1 Numeric 7A z Lower case 
alphabetic 

32 2 Numeric 7B ¡  Inverted 
exclamation 
mark 

33 3 Numeric 7C ¿  Inverted 
question mark 

34 4 Numeric 7D 
 

Alpha 

35 5 Numeric 7E β Beta 

36 6 Numeric 7F 
 

Gamma 

37 7 Numeric A1 Ł Polish L – 



upper case 

38 8 Numeric A2 Ø Scandinavian O 
– upper case 

39 9 Numeric A3 Ð Serbo-Croat D 
– upper case 

3A : Colon A4 Þ Icelandic thorn 
– upper case 

3B ; Semicolon A5 Æ Digraph AE – 
upper case 

3C < Less-than; left 
angle bracket 

A6 Œ Digraph OE – 
upper case 

3D = Equals A7 ′ Miagkii Znak  

3E > Greater-than; 
right angle 
bracket 

A8 · Middle dot  

3F ? Question mark A9 
 

Flat 

40 @ Commercial at 
sign 

AE 
 

Hamza (Alif) 

41 A Upper case 
alphabetic 

B0 
 

Ain 

42 B Upper case 
alphabetic 

B1 
 

Polish l – lower 
case  

43 C Upper case 
alphabetic 

B2 ø Scandanavian 
o – lower case 

44 D Upper case 
alphabetic 

B3 
 

Serbo-Croat d 
– lower case 

45 E Upper case 
alphabetic 

B4 þ Icelandic thorn 
– lower case 

46 F Upper case 
alphabetic 

B5 æ Digraph ae – 
lower case 

47 G Upper case 
alphabetic 

B6 œ Digraph oe – 
lower case 

48 H Upper case 
alphabetic 

B7 
 

Tverdyi Znak 

49 I Upper case 
alphabetic 

B8 
 

Turkish i 

4A J Upper case 
alphabetic 

B9 £ Pound sign 

4B K Upper case 
alphabetic 

BA ð Eth  

4C L Upper case 
alphabetic 

E0 
 

High tone * 

4D M Upper case 
alphabetic 

E1 ` Grave * 

4E N Upper case 
alphabetic 

E2 
 

Acute * 

4F O Upper case 
alphabetic 

E3 ^  Circumflex * 

50 P Upper case 
alphabetic 

E4 ~ Tilde * 

51 Q Upper case 
alphabetic 

E5 
 

Macron * 

52 R Upper case 
alphabetic 

E6 
 

Breve * 

53 S Upper case 
alphabetic 

E7 
 

Dot above * 

54 T Upper case 
alphabetic 

E8 
 

Umlaut 
(Diaeresis) * 

55 U Upper case 
alphabetic 

E9 
 

Hacek * 



56 V Upper case 
alphabetic 

EA °  Degree 

57 W Upper case 
alphabetic 

EB 
 

Ligature 1 * 

58 X Upper case 
alphabetic 

EC 
 

Ligature 2 * 

59 Y Upper case 
alphabetic 

ED 
 

High comma 
off (right) * 

5A Z Upper case 
alphabetic 

EE 
 

Double acute * 

5B [ Left square 
bracket  

EF 
 

Candrabindu * 

5C \ Back slash  F0 ¸ Cedilla * 

5D ] Right square 
bracket  

F1 
 

Hook right * 

5E † Single dagger F2 .  Dot below * 

5F ß Eszett  F3   Double dot 
below * .. 

60 # Sharp  F4 o Circle below * 

61 a Lower case 
alphabetic 

F5 
= 

Double 
underscore * 

62 b Lower case 
alphabetic 

F6 
_ 

Underscore * 

63 c Lower case 
alphabetic 

F7 
 

Hook left * 

64 d Lower case 
alphabetic 

F8 
 

Rude * 

65 e Lower case 
alphabetic 

FE 
 

High comma 
centre * 

66 f Lower case 
alphabetic 

      

* These characters are diacritics. A hex code for a diacritic is placed before the character 
to which it applies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



British Library Extended Character Set  

The British Library Extended Character Set was developed to cover the additional 

characters present in bibliographic records added to the General Catalogue of Printed 

Books or its online equivalent, the British Library Catalogue. Upon output to exchange file 

format, these characters are converted to the nearest equivalent character in the 

exchange file character set as detailed in the table below. You will need to have the facility 

to view graphics selected within your browser in order to display all characters correctly. 

EXTENDED 
CHARACTER  

DESCRIPTION EXCHANGE 
FILE 

CHARACTER  

DESCRIPTION HEX 

°  Circle above; 
angstrom 

°  
Degree EA 

 

Semicircle below  ¸ Cedilla F0 

- Overline - Macron E5 

 

Vietnamese horn    Blank 20 

 

Lappish Z - 
upper case 

Z Upper case 
alphabetic 

5A 

 

Single open 
quote 

' Single prime 27 

 

Single close 
quote 

' Single prime 27 

 

Lappish Z - 
lower case 

z Lower case 
alphabetic 

7A 

K Greenland k k Lower case 
alphabetic 

6B 

—  Long dash - Minus sign; 
hyphen 

2D 

 

Double open 
quote 

" Double prime  22 

 

Double close 
quote 

" Double prime  22 

_ Line below  _ Underscore F6 

 

Lappish g g Lower case 
alphabetic 

67 

 

Lappish k k Lower case 
alphabetic 

6B 

 

Lappish n n Lower case 
alphabetic 

6E 

 

Lappish t t Lower case 
alphabetic 

74 

0-9 Subscript 0-9 0-9 Numerics  30-39 

+ Subscript plus + Plus 2B 

_ Subscript minus - Minus sign; 
hyphen  

2D 

0-9 Superscript 0-9  0-9 Numerics  30-39 

+ Superscript plus  + Plus 2B 

- Superscript 
minus 

- Minus sign; 
hyphen  

2D  

 
 
 
 
 
 



UKMARC Fields, Indicators, Subfields, Levels, and Repeats 

The following tables list content designators defined for use in the UKMARC format, 

together with information on levels and repeats. 

'Maximum level' is the maximum number of times a field can be repeated at the analytical 

level.  

'Maximum repeat' is the maximum number of times a field can be repeated at the same 

level.  

'Subfield repeat' indicates whether or not a subfield can be repeated in the same 

occurrence of a field (NR is used to indicate not repeatable; R for repeatable).  

TAG MAXIMUM 
LEVEL  

MAXIMUM 
REPEAT 

INDICATORS 
1st       2nd 

SUBFIELDS SUBFIELD 
REPEAT  

001 0 0 None None None   

002 0 0 None None None   

005 0 0 None None None   

008 0 0 None None None   

010 0 0 0 0 a NR 

015 0 0 0 0 a R 

016 0 0 0 0 a R 

017 0 0 0 0 a R 

018 0 0 0 0 a R 

021 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c, 
d,z 

NR 

022 0 0 0 0 a NR 

023 0 9 0,1,2,3, 
4,7,8 

0,1,8 a,b,c,d, 
e,w 

NR 

z R 

024 0 0 0 0 a,c NR 

b R 

027 0 9 0 0 a NR 

z r 

031 0 0 0 0 a NR 

032 0 0 0 0 a,b,c,d, 
e,f,g, 

h,i,j,k,l  

R 

033 0 9 0,1,2,8 0,1,2,8 a,b,c R 

r NR 

034 0 9 0,1,2,3 0 a,d,e,f, 
g,j, 

k,m,n,p  

NR 

b,c,h,q R 

036 0 9 1,2,3 1,2 a,b R 

037 0 9 0 0 a R 

038 0 0 0 0 a NR 

040 0 0 0 0 a,b,c,e NR 

d R 

041 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d, 
e,f,g,j 

NR 

043 0 9 0 0 a NR 

044 0 9 0 0 a NR 



046 0 9 0 0 a,b,c,d NR 

050 0 9 0 0 a NR 

062 0 9 0 0 a,b NR 

080 0 9 0 0 a NR 

081 0 9 0 0 a,c,d NR 

b R 

082 0 9 0 0 a,c,d NR 

b R 

085 0 9 0 0 a NR 

087 0 0 0 0 a,b R 

091 0 0 0 0 a NR 

092 0 0 0 0 a,c,d,e R 

100 9 0 0,1,3 0 a,c,e,f , 
h,k,l 
q,r,y  

NR 

110 9 0 1,2 0 a,i,j,k, 
p,q,y 

NR 

c,e R 

111 9 0 0 0 a,i,j,k NR 

c,e R 

210 9 0 0,1 0 a,b NR 

222 9 0 0 0-9 a,b NR 

240 9 0 0,1,2,3, 
4 

0-9 a,d,e,f, 
g,h, k,o 
,q,r,z  

NR 

j,p,s R 

242 9 9 0,1 0-9 a,d,y,z NR 

b,e,f,n,p R 

243 9 0 0,2,3 0 a,k,o,q, 
r,s,z 

NR 

245 9 0 0,1,3 0-9 a,d,z NR 

b,e,f,i, 
j,k,l 

R 

246 9 9 0,1,2,3 0-9 a,d,g,i, 
s,z 

NR 

b,e,f,n,p R 

248 9 9 1-9, 
A-Z 

0-9 g,h,z NR 

b,e,f,i, 
j,k 

R 

250 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a,e NR 

c,d,k R 

254 9 0 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a NR 

k R 

255 9 0 0 0 a NR 

256 9 0 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a,b,c,d,e NR 

258 9 0 0 0 a NR 

260 9 9 0,1 0-9, 
A-Z 

g,h,k,l,y NR 

a,b,c,d, 
e, f,g,i, 

j,m  

R 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



300 9 9 0 0 a,b,e,f,g,h, 
i,j,k,n,q,p  

NR 

c,l,m R 

350 0 0 0 0 a,c NR 

351 0 0 0 0 a,b R 

c,r NR 

355 0 0 0 0 a,b,c,d NR 

e,f,g R 

356 0 9 0 0 a,b,c NR 

358 0 0 0 0 a,b,c,d,e,f NR 

440 9 9 0-9, 
A-Z  

0-9 a,w NR 

b,e,k,l,v R 

490 9 9 0,1 0-9 
A-Z  

a,w NR 

b,e,k,l,v R 

500 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

501 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

502 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

503 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

504 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

505 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

506 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a,r,s NR 

b,c,d,e R 

508 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

511 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

512 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

513 
9 9 0 0-9, 

A-Z  
a NR 

514 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

515 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

516 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

518 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

521 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

524 9 0 0,8 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

525 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

528 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

530 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

531 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

532 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

534 9 9 0 0-9, a NR 



A-Z  

535 9 9 1,2 0-9, 
A-Z  

a,g,r NR 

b,c,d R 

536 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

537 9 9 0 0-9 
A-Z  

a NR 

538 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a,b NR 

540 9 9 0 0 a,b,c,d,r,s NR 

541 9 9 0 0 a,b,c,d,e,f,h,r,s NR 

n,o R 

542 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

544 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a,b,c,d,e R 

r NR 

546 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

554 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

555 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

556 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

557 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a NR 

561 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a,b,r,s NR 

563 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z  

a,s NR 

580 9 0 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a NR 

583 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a,s NR 

b,c,d,e,f,h,i 
j,k,l,n,o,x,z  

R 

584 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a,b R 

r,s NR 

586 9 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a NR 

 
600 0 9 0,1,3 0-9, 

A-Z 
a,c,e,f,h, 
k,l,m,n,o, 

q,r,t,u  

NR 

x,y,z R 

610 0 9 1,2 0-9, 
A-Z 

a,i,j,k,p, 
q,t,u 

NR 

c,e,x,y,z R 

611 0 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a,i,j,k,t,u NR 

c,e,x,y,z R 

640 0 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a,d,e,f, 
g,h, k,o,p, 

q,r  

NR 

j,s,x,y,z R 

645 0 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a NR 

x,y,z R 

650 0 9 0 0-9, 
A-Z 

a NR 

x,y,z R 

651 0 9 0 0-9, a NR 



A-Z x,y,z R 

653 0 9 0 0 a,b,c,d, 
e,f, j,k,l, 

x,y,z  

NR 

655 0 9 0 0 a,w NR 

x,y,z R 

660 0 9 0,1 0 d NR 

a,b,c R when 1st 
indicator=1 

661 0 9 0 0 a,b,d NR 

668 0 9 0 0 a R 

w NR 

695 0 9 0 0 a R 

700 9 9 0,1,3 0,1,2 a,c,e,f,h, 
k,l,m,n,o, 
q,r,s,t,u, 
v,w,y,z  

NR 

710 9 9 1,2 0,1,2 a,i,j,k,p, 
q,s,t,u,v, 

w,y,z  

NR 

c,e R 

711 9 9 0 0,1,2 a,i,j,k,t, 
u,v,w,y,z  

NR 

c,e R 

740 9 9 0 0-9 a,d,e,f,g, 
h,k,o,q, 
r,v,w,z  

NR 

j,p,s R 

745 9 9 0,1 0-9 a,v,w,z NR 

752 0 9 0 0 a,b,c,d NR 

755 0 9 0 0 a,w,s NR 

x,y,z R 

756 0 9 0 0 a,b,c,d,s NR 

760 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d,h, 
m,s,t,x,y  

NR 

g,n,w R 

762 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d,h, 
m,s,t,x,y  

NR 

g,n,w R 

765 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d,h, 
m,s,t,x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

767 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d, 
h,m,s,t, 

u,x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

770 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d, 
h,m,s,t,u, 

,x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

772 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d, 
h,m,s,t, 

u,x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

773 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,d,h, 
m,p,s,t, 

NR 



u,x,y  

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

775 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d, 
e,f,h,m, 
s,t,u,x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

776 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d, 
h,m,s,t, 

u,x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

777 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d, 
h,m,s,t, 

x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,w R 

780 0 9 0,1 0,1,2,3,4, 
5,6,7  

a,b,c,d, 
h,m,s,t, 

u,x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

785 0 9 0,1 0,1,2,3,4, 
5,6,7,8 

a,b,c,d, 
h,m,s,t, 

u,x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

787 0 9 0,1 0 a,b,c,d, 
h,m,s,t, 

u,x,y  

NR 

g,k,n,r, 
w,z 

R 

800  9 9 0,1,3 0 a,c,e,f, 
h,k,l,q, 
r,t,u,v, 
w,y,z  

NR 

810 9 9 1,2 0 a,i,j,k, 
p,q,t, u, 
v,w,y,z  

NR 

c,e R 

811 9 9 0 0 a,i,j,k,t, 
u,v,w, 

y,z  

NR 

c,e R 

840 9 9 0 0-9 a,v,w,z NR 

l R 

856 9 9 0,1,2,3,7 0 a,c,d,f,g, 
i,m,s, 
t,u,v,w 

x,z  

R 

b,h,j,k, 
l,n,o,p, 
q,r,y  

NR 

890 9 9 0 0 a,s,v,w NR 

900 9 9 0,1,3 0,1 a,x,z R 

c,e,f,h, 
k,l,q,r,u 

NR 

910 9 9 0,1,2 0 a,c,e,x,z R 

g,h,i,j,k, 
p,q,u 

NR 

911 9 9 0 0 a,c,e,x,z R 



i,j,k,u NR 

945 9 9 0 0-9 a,j,s,x,z R 

d,e,f,g, 
h,k,o,p, 

q,r  

NR 

 
 
 

Examples of Exchange Records  

The following examples are given in two parts: the first part represents the record as it 

appears in a British Library UKMARC file; the second part breaks the record into its 

component parts. Blanks are represented by the symbol ∇.  

1. An exchange record  

00898nam∇∇2200253∇∇∇4 5∇∇001000 

90000000800410000901500130005002100180  

00630820016000811000042000972400039001 

392450152001782600027003303000019  

00357350001300376490003900389514004 

300428531003900471650002600510650004 

300536650001300579661002200592745003 

000614#b9626953#960430s1995∇∇∇∇st 

∇∇∇∇∇∇W∇∇∇∇00001∇∇eng∇b#00$ 

ab9626953#10$a0861420381$bm#00$a941.10  

5$c20#10$aWedderburn$hRobert$cca. 1510-ca.  

1557#40$aComplaynt of Scotlande$p Selections#10 

$aFrom the complaynt of Scotlande$bbyth ane exortatione 

to the thre estaits to be vigilante in the deffens of their public 

veil$eby Robert Wedderburn#00$a Edinburgh$bAkros 

$c1995#00$a12p$c20cm$epbk#00$aNo price#00$a 

Akros pocket classics series$vno.7#00$aCover title:  

The complaynt of Scotland#00$aLimited ed. of 130 

numbered copies#00$aNationalism$zScotland#00aSelf- 

determination, National$zScotland #00$aAutonomy# 

00$aScotland$dHistory#04$aThe complaynt of Scotland#* 

Record label 

00898nam∇∇2200253∇∇∇45∇∇ 

Directory  

TAG LENGTH SCP TAG LENGTH SCP 

001 0009 00000  350 0013 00376 

008 0041 00009 490 0039 00389 



015 0013 00050 514 0043 00428 

021 0018 00063 531 0039 00471 

082 0016 00081 650 0026 00510 

100 0042 00097 650 0043 00536 

240 0039 00139 650 0013 00579 

245 0152 00178 661 0022 00592 

260 0027 00330 745 0030 00614# 

300 0019 00357       

Record control number (tag 001) 

b9626953# 

Information codes (tag 008) 

960430s1995∇∇∇∇st∇∇∇∇∇∇W∇∇∇∇00001 

∇∇eng∇b# 

National bibliography number (tag 015) 

00$ab9626953# 

International Standard Book Number (tag 021) 

10$a0861420381$bm# 

Dewey Decimal Class number: current edition (tag 082) 

00$a941.105$c20# 

Personal name main entry heading (tag 100) 

10$aWedderburn$hRobert$cca. 1510-ca. 1557# 

Uniform title (tag 240) 

40$aComplaynt of Scotlande$pSelections# 

Title and statement of responsibility (tag 245) 

10$aFrom the complaynt of Scotlande$bbyth ane exortatione to the thre estaits 

to be vigilante in the deffens of their public veil$eby Robert Wedderburn#  

Publication, distribution and production (tag 260) 

00$aEdinburgh$bAkros$c1995# 

Physical description (tag 300) 



00$a12p$c20cm$epbk# 

Price and terms of availability (tag 350) 

00$aNo price# 

Series area (tag 490) 

00$aAkros pocket classics series$vno.7# 

Note (tag 514) 

00$aCover title: The complaynt of Scotland# 

Note (tag 531) 

00$aLimited ed. of 130 numbered copies# 

Subject heading - Library of Congress topical subject heading (tag 650) 

00$aNationalism$zScotland# 

Subject heading - Library of Congress topical subject heading (tag 650) 

00$aSelf-determination, National$zScotland# 

Subject heading - Library of Congress topical subject heading (tag 650) 

00$aAutonomy# 

Subject heading - COMPASS geographical subject heading (tag 661) 

00$aScotland$dHistory# 

Title added entry heading (tag 745) 

04$aThe complaynt of Scotland# 

Record terminator mark 

* 

2. An exchange record containing a sub-record  

00909∇am∇∇2200301∇∇45000010011000 

000020013000110080041000240150013000 

650430012000780500011000900810025001 

01082003000126083007000156100001700  



2262450036002432600032002793000018003 

1135000130032950400190034265000480  

0361690010200409691001200511692001200 

5236920012005351100018005472400021  

00565245002100586#0406657904#a∇∇0036 

00288#810521s1981∇∇∇∇en∇∇∇∇∇∇ W∇ 

∇∇∇00011x∇eng∇b#00$aB8116093#00$ae-uk 

---#00$aKD1174#00$a344$b.41$ b063635$c18 

#00$a344.104$b63635$b02633$c19#00$aGreat 

Britain. Housing. Law$b Statutes - Texts with  

commentaries#10$aSmith$hP. F.#10$aHousing Act 

1980$dby P.F. Smith#0 0$aLondon$bButterworths 

$cc1981#00$axx,379p$c26cm#00$aUnpriced#00 

$aIncludes index#00$aHousing$xLaw and legislation 

$zGreat Britain#00$z00030$dGreat Britain$z1 1030 

$ahousing$z30030$alaw$z60030$astatutes$z60030 

$atexts with commentaries #00$a05 0632x#00$a00 

1012x#00$a0000493#10$aGreat Britain#40$aHousing 

Act 1980#00$a Housing Act 1980#*  

Record label 

00909∇am∇∇2200301∇∇4500 

Directory  

TAG LENGTH SCP TAG LENGTH SCP 

001 0011 00000  300 0018 00311 

002 0013 00011 350 0013 00329 

008 0041 00024 504 0019 00342 

015 0013 00065 650 0048 00361 

043 0012 00078 690 0102 00409 

050 0011 00090 691 0012 00511 

081 0025 00101 692 0012 00523 

082 0030 00126 692 0012 00535 

083 0070 00156 110 0018 00547 

100 0017 00226 240 0021 00565 

245 0036 00243 245 0021 00586# 

260 0032 00279       

Record control number (tag 001) 

0406657904# 

Subrecord directory (tag 002) 

a∇∇0003600288# 



Information codes (tag 008) 

810521s1981∇∇∇∇en∇∇∇∇∇∇W∇∇∇∇ 

00 011x∇eng∇b# 

National bibliography number (tag 015) 

00$aB8116093# 

Geographic area (tag 043) 

00$ae-uk—-# 

Library of Congress class number (tag 050) 

00$aKD1174# 

Dewey Decimal Class number: earlier editions (tag 081) 

00$a344$b.41$b063635$c18# 

Dewey Decimal Class number: current edition (tag 082) 

00$a344.104$b63635$b02633$c19# 

Verbal feature heading (tag 083) 

00$aGreat Britain. Housing. Law$b- Statutes - Texts with commentaries# 

Personal name main entry heading (tag 100) 

10$aSmith$hP. F.# 

Title and statement of responsibility (tag 245) 

10$aHousing Act 1980$dby P.F. Smith# 

Publication, distribution and production (tag 260) 

00$aLondon$bButterworths$cc1981# 

Physical description (tag 300) 

00$axx,379p$c26cm# 

Price and terms of availability (tag 350) 



00$aUnpriced# 

Note (tag 504) 

00$aIncludes index# 

Subject heading - Library of Congress topical subject heading (tag 650) 

00$aHousing$xLaw and legislation$zGreat Britain# 

Subject heading - PRECIS subject heading (tag 690) 

00$z00030$dGreat Britain$z11030$ahousing$z30030$ 

alaw$z60030$astatutes$z6 0030$atexts with commentaries# 

Subject indicator number (SIN) – PRECIS subject indicator number (tag 691) 

00$a050632x# 

Reference indicator number – RIN (tag 692) 

00$a001012x# 

Reference indicator number – RIN (tag 692) 

00$a0000493# 

Corporate name main entry heading from subdirectory record (tag 110) 

10$aGreat Britain# 

Uniform title from subdirectory record (tag 240) 

40$aHousing Act 1980# 

Title and statement of responsibility from subdirectory record (tag 245) 

00$aHousing Act 1980# 

Record terminator mark 

* 

3. An exchange record with segment control words  

0088700882cam∇∇22002295∇∇45∇∇001 

000900000008004100009015001300050040 



0011000630910015000741000024000892450 

0690011326000300018230000160021244 

000360022850000210026461000770028590 

00060003629000059004229100047004819 

10005700528910006700585#b9134149#910 

611s1990∇∇∇∇F 255en∇∇∇∇∇∇W∇∇∇ 

∇00 001∇∇eng∇b#00$ab9134149#00$aOX 

/U-1#00$aO400796670#10$aFolmer$hHenk 

$c1945-#10$aEnvironmental impacts of the single 

European market$eHenk Folmer#00$a[s.l.] 

$bBritish Gas $c1990#00$a11 p$c22 cm#00$ 

aKey environmental issues$vno. 2#00 

$aTitle from cover#20 $a European Economic  

Community$xEconomic integration 

$xEnvironmental aspects#10$aFolmer$hH. $kHenk 

$c1945-$xSee$aFolmer, Henk, $x1945-$z100# 

10$aFolmer$hHendrik$c1945-$xSee$aFolmer,  

Henk,$x1945-$z100#20$aEEC$xSee$aEuropean  

Economic Community$z610#20$a Common Market  

$xSee$aEuropean Economic Community$z610#20 

$aEuropean Community $x See also$aEuropean  

Economic Community$z610#*  

Segment control word 

00887 

Record label 

00882cam∇∇22002295∇∇45 ∇∇ 

Directory  

TAG LENGTH SCP TAG LENGTH SCP 

001 0009 00000  440 0036 00228 

008 0041 00009 500 0021 00264 

015 0013 00050 610 0077 00285 

040 0011 00063 900 0060 00362 

091 0015 00074 900 0059 00422 

100 0024 00089 910 0047 00481 

245 0069 00113 910 0057 00528 

260 0030 00182 910 0067 00585# 

300 0016 00212       

Record control number (tag 001) 



b9134149# 

Information codes (tag 008) 

910611s1990∇∇∇∇en∇∇∇∇∇∇W∇∇∇∇ 

00001∇∇eng∇b#  

National bibliography number (tag 015) 

00$ab9134149#  

Cataloguing source (tag 040) 

00$aOX/U-1#  

Previous control number (tag 091) 

00$aO400796670#  

Personal name main entry heading (tag 100) 

10$aFolmer$hHenk$c1945-#  

Title and statement of responsibility (tag 245) 

10$aEnvironmental impacts of the single European market$eHenk Folmer#  

Publication, distribution and production (tag 260) 

00$a[s.l.]$bBritish Gas$c1990#  

Physical description (tag 300) 

00$a11 p$c22 cm#  

Series area (tag 440) 

00$aKey environmental issues$vno. 2#  

Note (tag 500) 

00$aTitle from cover#  

Corporate name subject heading (tag 610) 



20$aEuropean Economic Community$xEconomic integration$xEnvironmental 

aspects#  

Reference from a personal name (tag 900) 

10$aFolmer$hH.$kHenk$c1945-$xSee$aFolmer, Henk,$x1945-$z100#  

Reference from a personal name (tag 900) 

10$aFolmer$hHendrik$c1945-$xSee$aFolmer, Henk,$x1945-$z100#  

Reference from a corporate name (tag 910) 

20$aEEC$xSee$aEuropean Economic Community$z610#  

Reference from a corporate name (tag 910) 

20$aCommon Market$xSee$aEuropean Economic Community$z610#  

Reference from a corporate name (tag 910) 

20$aEuropean Community$xSee also$aEuropean Economic Community$z610#  

Record terminator mark 

* 

4. An exchange record with segment control words spanning two blocks  

1080000910cam∇∇2200277∇∇∇45∇∇001 

000900000008004100009015001300050082  

001400063245005200077250005300129260 

00390018230000250022135000110024649  

002600257503005800283514001800341650 

00330035965000220039265000240041465  

800190043866000130045770000280047070 

0003000498710005300528840005100581#  

b9604180#960102s1995∇∇∇∇en∇a∇∇∇∇ 

W∇∇∇∇00001∇∇eng∇b#00$ab9604180#00 

$a338.2$c20#30$aRaw materials for pigments,  

f illers & extenders#00$a2nd ed.$cedited by R.L.  

Bolger & M.J. O’Driscoll#00$aLondon$bIndustrial  

Minerals$cc1995#00$a121p $bill$c30cm$epbk 

#00$a£87.00#10$aAn IM consumer survey#00 

$aPrevious ed.: London : Metal Bulletin Journals,  



1988?#00$aCaption title#00$aIndustrial minerals  

industry#00$a Pigments industry#00$aFillers (Materials) 

#00$aMarket surveys#00$aMinerals#11$a Bolger 

$hR. L.$kRachel L#11$aO’Driscoll$30120hM. J. 

$kMike J#21$aMetal Bulletin PLC $cIndustrial Minerals 

Division#00$aIndustrial Minerals consumer survey 

$w0019-8544#*  

Segment control word 

10800 

Record label 

00910cam∇∇2200277∇∇∇45∇∇ 

Directory  

TAG LENGTH SCP TAG LENGTH SCP 

001 0009 00000  514 0018 00341 

008 0041 00009 650 0033 00359 

015 0013 00050 650 0022 00392 

082 0014 00063 650 0024 00414 

245 0052 00077 650 0019 00438 

250 0053 00129 660 0013 00457 

260 0039 00182 700 0028 00470 

300 0025 00221 700 0030 00498 

350 0011 00246 710 0053 00528 

490 0026 00257 840 0051 00581# 

503 0058 00283       

Record control number (tag 001) 

b9604180#  

Information codes (tag 008) 

960102s1995∇∇∇∇en∇a∇∇∇∇W∇∇∇∇ 

00001∇∇eng∇b#  

National bibliography number (tag 015) 

00$ab9604180#  

Dewey Decimal Class number (tag 082) 

00$a338.2$c20#  



Title and statement of responsibility (tag 245) 

30$aRaw materials for pigments, fillers & extenders#  

Edition statement tag 250) 

00$a2nd ed.$cedited by R.L. Bolger & M.J. O'Driscoll#  

Publication, distribution and production (tag 260) 

00$aLondon$bIndustrial Minerals$cc1995#  

Physical description (tag 300) 

00$a121p$bill$c30cm$epbk#  

Price and terms of availability (tag 350) 

00$a£87.00#  

Series area (tag 490) 

10$aAn IM consumer survey#  

Note (tag 503) 

00$aPrevious ed.: London : Metal Bulletin Journals, 1988?#  

Note (tag 514) 

00$aCaption title#  

Subject heading - Library of Congress topical subject heading (tag 650) 

00$aIndustrial minerals industry#  

Subject heading - Library of Congress topical subject heading (tag 650) 

00$aPigments industry#  

Subject heading - Library of Congress topical subject heading (tag 650) 

00$aFillers (Materials)#  

Subject heading - Library of Congress topical subject heading (tag 650) 

00$aMarket surveys#  



Subject heading - COMPASS topical subject heading (tag 660) 

00$aMinerals#  

Personal name added entry heading (tag 700) 

11$aBolger$hR. L.$kRachel L#  

Personal name added entry heading (tag 700) 

11$aO'Driscoll$  

Segment control word 

30120 

Personal name added entry heading (tag 700) cont'd 

hM. J.$kMike J#  

Corporate name added entry heading (tag 710) 

21$aMetal Bulletin PLC$cIndustrial Minerals Division#  

Series title added entry heading (tag 840) 

00$aIndustrial Minerals consumer survey$w0019-8544#  

Record terminator mark 

* 
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